Okehampton and Hamlets Neighbourhood Plan

Focus Group on Facilities in the Hamlets - Report to Steering Group
Context and scope:
The focus group was drawn from residents in the east end of Okehampton, particularly from housing
built during the last five years. Geographically, this housing is furthest from the town centre and as
yet has no sense of community focus. Whilst the group recognised there needed to be strategic
decisions made which would help facilitate building community amongst the residents of the newbuild
housing, it was also recognised that where possible we should not detract from the need to integrate
into the life of the town. It was also recognised that there may be some crossover use of facilities with
residents from elsewhere in the town, especially with the new school.
The group had the task of reviewing survey responses relating to community facilities in the Hamlets
and adding further commentary and creative input. In particular this relates to Questions 8 and 20 in
the community survey distributed earlier in 2016.
The group also considered existing documents to review what facilities were currently planned or had
been identified. There are community facilities which are needed now, even as the group recognised
the time frame relating to the actual Neighbourhood Plan is in the future.

Existing plans or strategies
The 2011-2026 Core Strategy, along with the Masterplan adopted in January 2014, identified areas
for housing development SP22A and SP22B (see map below). There was also an area designated
for business development, ED2, carried over from the Local Plan 2005.
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Related to the strategy and masterplan was the East of Okehampton Design Brief describing local
authority and community expectations of their delivery. Some sections of the design brief are
pertinent to this focus group.
A strong sense of local community will be essential in integrating new neighbourhoods into Okehampton. Local
centres at the heart of commercial and residential neighbourhoods along with other shared facilities and services
will help to engender community spirit and provide complimentary facilities to the existing parts of Okehampton.
Well defined and connected leafy streets and attractive, functional and accessible public spaces will also offer
opportunities for interaction, play and local recreation for new and existing residents. p28
There will be a memorable association between built parts of the allocated sites and the surrounding natural
systems established with strong visual and physical connections with the landscape. Existing natural assets such
as hedge banks, trees and valleys will be positively integrated into the proposed green infrastructure framework
to create an attractive and continuous network of vegetation and open space both within the development and
connecting the sites to their surroundings. p28
The neighbourhood centre in the SP22A site will provide a focus to the surrounding residential areas. It is located
along an established movement corridor and is accessible to new and existing residents. It will have clear links to
any educational facilities, open space and the centre of Okehampton. p29
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A number of facilities were described which would enhance the life of residents who would be living in
the SP22A developments.
1. Open space to protect the setting of the Roman Fort and Roman Road and to provide appropriate,
useable open space for the surrounding neighbourhoods. *It is worth considering the value of the
Roman archeology in any strategy for tourism being considered in other focus groups.
2. Neighbourhood centre providing a focus to the residential communities in the east of Okehampton.
Appropriate uses may include a small shop, pub and community centre. The centre is located with
easy access from Crediton Road and would link to any proposed school site.
3. Potential railway station.
Interestingly, the design brief also identifies a community garden, along with the preservation of
existing natural landscaping and created green spaces. The community garden can be seen at (2) in
the map below.
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However, since the Core Strategy and Masterplan were put in place other decisions have been
made, especially around planning applications and their impact on Okehampton. For example, in
spite of the topographical imaging in the design brief showing views from Dartmoor looking towards
SP22A, the proposed Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan: Thriving Towns and
Villages July 2016 shows a reduced area of land designated for housing and business development
and related amenities.
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It is worth noting that the reduced area of land for development identified in the proposed Joint Local Plan
now has as its boundary the stream at the bottom of the Stockley Valley. It excludes an area of land previously
identified for the community garden and other green space to be used as an amenity.
The final map/planning diagram of interest to the focus group is found the outline planning application for
Parcel 2 (land to the north of the Crediton Road). This drawing identifies the proposed site of both school and
neighbourhood centre, although the focus group recognised that the proposed neighbourhood centre may be
sited much closer to the school site.
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Results of initial survey
The results from the resident survey earlier in 2016 showed which facilities residents would like to
see in the hamlets. Essentially, the pertinent information could be found in Questions 8 and 20. The
results were as follows:
Question 8. Which facilities would you like to see developed in the Hamlets?
757 answered
86 skipped the question
Cafes/pubs
Shops
Recreational facilities
Business or economic
Village centre
Community facilities
None
Other

32.23%
52.31%
47.03%
31.57%
33.82%
59.18%
7.79%
2.77%

244
396
356
239
256
448
59
21

Steve Pearce, in his initial analysis of suggested that a large number of respondents were not
resident in the Hamlets and that further analysis would be required of those who do live in the

Hamlets on this question, addressing in more detail what is required and where in the Hamlets
facilities are planned.
Question 20. Which facilities would you like to see if they do not already exist in the Hamlets?
Steve Pearce’s initial analysis identified local independent shops, a primary school, preschool
nursery, doctor’s surgery and footpath’s as some of the higher priority needs identified by 276
respondents. A BMX track, supermarkets, bowling green and racquet sports courts were lower
priority needs identified. He suggested that this question also required further analysis to determine
the extent of use and alignment with the demographic of respondents. He said that the priorities
identified in the initial results required further discussion with focus groups and in land-use planning.
The focus group addressed each facility in turn. The comments are recorded in the table below.
Facility
Supermarkets
Local independent shops
Farm shop
Post Office
Petrol station
Pub
Doctor’s surgery
Hospital
Dentist
Place of worship
Library
Community hall
Youth club
Childcare (home-based)
Preschool or nursery
Primary school
Community college
Allotments
Park/Recreation field
Community garden

Sports pitches ie football, rugby,
cricket
Racquet sport courts
Bowling green
Play area
Dog walking area
Swimming pool/leisure centre

Focus group comments
Did not feel this was needed although something has to be
done about traffic flow in town
Definitely (see further comments below)
No
No as the existing post office needs to thrive to survive
Already close by
Definitely (see further comments below)
No, but recognise that numbers/ratios in medical centre need
to cater for new population
No, already close by
No
Not necessarily, but a community hall could provide worship
space
A mobile facility may be of value but existing library needs to
thrive to survive
Definitely (see further comments below)
Not as such, but youth provision could take place in community
hall
Not a facility, you can’t plan for individual self-employment
Part of new school
Definitely (see further comments below)
No, already close by
Growing space was identified in the East Okehampton Design
brief, some form of productive growing space is needed
Access to surrounding green fields needed
Growing space was identified in the East Okehampton Design
brief, some form of productive growing space is needed,
although as a community garden relies on charitable funding it
was felt we didn’t want to compete with the existing community
garden on Fatherford Rd (which is almost in the east end)
Shared use with school, recognise rugby and football clubs
have identified other spaces, there is no Okehampton cricket
club
Close by already, could share with school
Close by
Small play areas needed, especially a kick-against wall
somewhere (see idea of MUGA below)
Access to green spaces yes, but we don’t want a dog toilet on
our doorstep
Close by

BMX track
Skateboard/ramps/half pipe
All weather sports provision
Cycle tracks
Footpaths (not pavements)

Cinema

Skate park close enough
Skate park close enough
Shared with school
Definitely needed as part of infrastructure, especially to get to
proposed station
Access to green spaces needed, also need footpaths at
strategic points eg. through Hameldown Industrial Estate as
shortcut to Exeter Rd, through to other end of Kellands lane,
across Crediton Rd near school site
Existing nearby, but could show films in community hall

The focus group had come to discuss a vision for the Hamlets/east end of Okehampton to meet the
needs of housing in the current Core Strategy. Even if the Joint Local Plan shows no more, or very
few, new houses, there is already a need for community facilities now. However, without clear
directives as to where and how the housing would be constructed, it was difficult to make specific
suggestions about where facilities should be. There are still too many decisions which are beyond the
Neighbourhood Planning Group.
The focus group came to discuss, on the basis of the survey findings, three initial questions of vision:
a) What would help to build community in the east end of Okehampton?
b) What facilities/community resources would be helpful in the east end (whilst
balancing the need for integration with the whole of Okehampton and the parking and
traffic issues associated with driving down into town)?
c) What do we imagine the east end of Okehampton might actually look like in 20 years
time (given the approved plans for housing and identified infrastructure provision)?
A brief discussion about how we can build community identified that our two priorities are some sort
of community hall and some sort of drinking/eating establishment, alongside a primary school at the
heart of the community.
The group was not sure of an exact location for the new primary school as discussions still appear to
be taking place, but it was felt that any new primary school should have shared community use
facilities, both in terms of a hall and a sports/all weather facility. As any new school is going to require
financial backing, it is not guaranteed that those facilities will be included in the cost. Neither can we
guarantee, at this stage, that the new school will want the hassle of sharing its facilities with the
community. From the community’s point of view, it is hard to see how we can have the facilities we
need if the school doesn’t open up for shared usage, especially as land is premium.
So, whether the community hall is part of the school or whether it is separate, the group identified
multiple uses through which community can be built. Services running out of a community centre
would include:











health (OT’s, chiropodists etc)
mental health
child/maternity clinics
crèche room, toddler group
film nights
U3A
other small groups, lectures, arts and crafts etc groups
Faith groups/worship space
Art gallery/workshop
Yoga classes/Tai chi etc






Table tennis, pool
youth club nights etc.
mobile library
games nights

The key point being that there would be a regular multifunctional timetable.
A discussion ensued around whether the pub/eating/café/bistro facility could be in the same
premises. Either way, it was felt that any premises should be open all day and evening, and have an
atmosphere that would encourage local people to spend time there at the end of a long, busy day at
work. A café facility would also open up possibilities for a dementia café. Potentially, if the community
hall was an independent facility, not part of the new school, the land surrounding it could become
productive/amenity growing space. This would not preclude other green spaces identified for
recreational use.
A discussion was also held about dispersed youth and what facilities might help this age bracket.
There are areas of existing developments identified where young people already congregate
informally, sometimes leaving litter and creating noise. One suggestion was a MUGA (multi use
games area). This could be adjacent to the school grounds, or it could be situated further away from
any houses. It would create and opportunity for outreach youth work.
Finally, the group considered local independent shops . It would be really good to have a shop(s) run
by the community (a CIC) to keep money in the local economy. It could be supported through flats for
let above, similar to where the Costcutter is on Exeter Rd.
The group decided to explore whether a community owned/run facility was feasible. In the meantime,
there is scope to establish a tenants and residents group to campaign for immediate needs such as a
post box on Meldon Fields, speed restrictions, pedestrian access to Crediton Rd and Exeter Rd.
Alison Duckers
22.11.16

